
 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - 

24 
 
 

sectionsectionsectionsection    

lakelakelakelake    

consonantconsonantconsonantconsonant    

withinwithinwithinwithin    

dictionarydictionarydictionarydictionary    

hairhairhairhair    

ageageageage    

amountamountamountamount    

scalescalescalescale    

poundspoundspoundspounds    

althoughalthoughalthoughalthough    

perperperper    

brokenbrokenbrokenbroken    

momentmomentmomentmoment    

tinytinytinytiny    
 

Directions:   Write the words on the lines.

Name__________________________________________  
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Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 

__________________________________________   
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section within 

lake dictionary

consonant hair 

 

 

 

  

Directions:  

Name__________________________________________  
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age pounds broken

dictionary amount although moment

scale per tiny

               

 

 

  

 

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits.

__________________________________________   
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broken 

moment 

tiny 

         

 

 

 

    

Print each word into the box it fits. 
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section within 

lake dictionary

consonant hair 

 

 

  

Directions:   Find and circle the words.

Name__________________________________________  
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age pounds broken

dictionary amount although moment

scale per tiny

 

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 

__________________________________________   
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broken 

moment 

tiny 
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age �  

although �  

amount �  

broken �  

consonant �  

dictionary �  

hair �  

lake �  

moment �  

per �  

pounds �  

scale �  

section �  

tiny �  

within �  
 

Directions:  

 

Name__________________________________________  
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A.  a book that tells what words 
mean 

B.  water with land around 
it 

C.  a sound made by a letter

D.  a thing to measure how 
heavy a thing is  

E.  a very little piece of time

F.  even if 

G.  what grows on your 
head 

H.  how much of something

I.  how old a person is 

J.  inside something 

K.  not in one piece  

L.  units to measure how heavy

M. very little  

N.  a part of the whole 

O.  for each 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 

 its meaning. 

__________________________________________   
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a book that tells what words 

water with land around  

a sound made by a letter 

a thing to measure how 

a very little piece of time 

how much of something 

units to measure how heavy 

In the box by the word, write the letter of 
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wintih The dog 

yitn A mother holds her

teocsin Read the first __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of this book.

ceals   Stand on a

pdosnu A heavy boy measured one 

epr The car went twenty miles __ __ __ hour.

memotn I will be with you in a __ __ __ __ __ __.

alek Fish live in the __ __ __ __.

hrai  Pull her long 

rdocaiinty A __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

antcosnno The __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

rkbeon   The instrument was

utanmo Buy a game for a small 

lghtauho __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ it rains, we will go out.

ega 

Directions:   Unscramble the 

Name__________________________________________  
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The dog is __ __ __ __ __ __ the house when it snows.

mother holds her __ __ __ __ baby in her arms.

ead the first __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of this book.

on a __ __ __ __ __ to see how heavy 

heavy boy measured one 100 __ __ __ __ __ __

The car went twenty miles __ __ __ hour.

I will be with you in a __ __ __ __ __ __.

Fish live in the __ __ __ __.  

er long __ __ __ __ is away from her head.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ says what words mean.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ B makes what sound?

The instrument was __ __ __ __ __ __ into pieces.

Buy a game for a small __ __ __ __ __ __ at the store.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ it rains, we will go out.

What __ __ __ will you be next year?

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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__ __ __ __ __ __ the house when it snows. 

baby in her arms. 

ead the first __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of this book. 

 you are. 

__ __ __ __ __ __. 

The car went twenty miles __ __ __ hour. 

I will be with you in a __ __ __ __ __ __. 

away from her head. 

what words mean. 

s what sound? 

into pieces. 

at the store. 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ it rains, we will go out. 

l you be next year?  

word for the sentence. 
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section within 

lake dictionary

consonant hair 

 

1. A _______________________

2. A _______________________

3. A _______________________

4. Fish live _______________________

5. I can hear you ___________________

6. I heard the sound just a 

7. Look in the food _______________________

8. She cut her _______________________

9. She has only one class 

10. She plays in the water of the 

11. The baby is only five 

12. The boy can carry the 

13. The old man has an 

14. The plane is _______________________

15. What _______________________

 

Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence.

Name__________________________________________  
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age pounds broken

dictionary amount although moment

scale per tiny

_______________________ makes a sound we say

_______________________ measures how heavy you are.

_______________________ puts words in order by ABC.

_______________________ the ocean. 

___________________ I cannot see you yet.

I heard the sound just a _______________________

_______________________ of the store.

_______________________ short. 

She has only one class _______________________

water of the _______________________

The baby is only five _______________________ heavy.

The boy can carry the _______________________

The old man has an _____________________ of many years.

_______________________ and cannot fly.

_______________________ of money do you have?

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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broken 

moment 

tiny 

say. 

measures how heavy you are. 

puts words in order by ABC. 

I cannot see you yet. 

_______________________ ago. 

of the store. 

_______________________ day. 

_______________________. 

heavy. 

_______________________ dog. 

of many years. 

and cannot fly. 

of money do you have? 

Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


